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Abstract

Surface pressure–area isotherms and Brewster angle microscopy images of mixed binary films of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine
and the diacetylene 10,12-tricosadiynoic acid (TRCDA) were recorded at different temperatures and mole ratios to investigate the
interactions and cooperative properties of the films. The experiments revealed that segregation, on the one hand, and significant int
interactions, on the other hand, both contribute to the thermodynamic properties of the phospholipids and the diacetylene ass
particular, the data demonstrate that higher temperatures and greater percentage of DMPC promote repulsion between the liquid
phospholipid monolayer and the TRCDA domains. In contrast, at high TRCDA mole ratios, film contraction occurred (lower m
areas) due to TRCDA multilayer formation (at high temperature) or intermolecular affinities (at low temperature).
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Deciphering the organization and interactions of mu
component Langmuir films is an active field of resea
[1–5]. The interactions and organization of two molec
lar components occupying the same two-dimensional s
have been explored by thermodynamic[6,7] and micro-
scopic[2,8–10]approaches. Monolayers component mis
bility [6], distribution[11] domain growth[12], nucleation
[13], phase transition[14], and collapse[15] processes hav
attracted great interest ever since the early pioneering s
ies of Langmuir films[16,17]. Elucidating the associatio
and cooperative phenomena oflipids and their interactions
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with other components in film environments is particula
important because of the significance of lipid assemblie
biological systems, specifically cellular membranes[18].

The aim of this study was to investigate the asso
tion properties and intermolecular interactions within fil
of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC), a phospholip
abundant in biological membranes, and 10,12-tricosadiy
acid (TRCDA), a lipid diacetylenic molecule that has
tracted significant interest because of the unique chrom
properties of its conjugated (polymerized) phase. Mi
films of DMPC and TRCDA have been previously inves
gated using varied spectroscopic, microscopic, and surf
analysis techniques[19,20]. Here we compare the the
modynamic properties of mixed DMPC/TRCDA films
different compositions and at three temperatures. Sur
pressure–area isotherm analysis and Brewster angle

croscopy (BAM)[21–24]. Illuminated the effects of temper-
ature and film composition upon the intermolecular interac-
tions and organization of the film components.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

TRCDA was purchased from GFS Chemicals (Pow
OH). The compound was purified by dissolving the solid
chloroform (CHCl3) and the resulting solution filtrated i
a 0.45-µm nylon filter. The purified solid was obtained
evaporation of the solvent. DMPC (Avanti Polar Lipids, A
abaster, AL) was used as received. The DMPC and TRC
were dissolved in chloroform at a concentration of 2 m
The various molar fractions were prepared by mixing
appropriate amounts of parent solutions of each compo
The water subphase used in the Langmuir trough was
bly purified by a Barnstead D7382 water purification syst
(Barnstead Thermolyne Corporation, Dubuque, IA-US
with 18.3 m� resistivity.

2.2. Surface pressure–area isotherms

All surface pressure–area isotherms were measured
a computerized Langmuir trough manufactured by NIM
(Model 622/D1, Nima Technology Ltd., Coventry, UK
The experiments were carried out at different tempe
tures using a thermostated Teflon barostat (7× 50 cm2).
The surface pressure was monitored using a 1-cm-w
filter paper as a Wilhelmy plate. For each isotherm
periment, 25 µL of the phospholipid/TRCDA solution
chloroform (2 mM) was spread on the water subph
(pH 6.3). To allow evaporation of solvent, the compr
sion was started 15 min after spreading, using a c
stant barrier speed of 3.3 Å2 molecule−1 min−1. The sur-
face pressure measurements were repeated at least
times, using a fresh mixture in each experiment. T
isotherms presented are the average of three experi
tal runs (three surface pressure values per each mole
area), which were reproducible within the error area
±0.6 Å2 molecule−1.

2.3. Brewster angle microscopy

An NFT (Gottingen, Germany) Brewster angle micr
scope (BAM) mounted on a Langmuir film balance w
used to observe the microscopic structures in situ. The
source of the BAM was a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG la
with a wavelength of 532 nm and primary output pow
20–70 mW in a collimated beam. The BAM images we
recorded with a CCD camera. The scanner objective w
Nikon superlong working distance objective with a nomi
10× magnification and diffraction-limited lateral resolutio

of 2 µm. The images were corrected to eliminate side ratio
distortion originating from a nonperpendicular line of vision
of the microscope.
Interface Science 287 (2005) 191–197
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Fig. 1. Surface pressure–area isotherms of pure TRCDA and pure DM
5, 18, and 30◦C.

3. Results and discussion

We explored the molecular properties of the DMP
TRCDA films by analysis of the surface pressure–areaπ–
A) isotherms at 5, 18, and 30◦C. Initially, we recorded
the pressure–area isotherms of pure films of TRCDA
DMPC at the three temperatures (Fig. 1). The isotherms ex
hibit significantly different compression profiles due to t
distinct structural features of DMPC and TRCDA, resp
tively. Specifically, the two alkyl chains and bulky pho
phatidylcholine headgroup of DMPC gave rise to mu
higher molecular areas in the entire temperature ra

(A > 40 Å
2

molecule−1) compared to TRCDA, which ha
a smaller carboxylic headgroup and only a single a
residue.

Different thermal effects on the pure DMPC and TRCD
films are apparent inFig. 1. At 30◦C, the isotherm of
DMPC exhibits an expanded phase at a wide range of
face pressures, collapsing at around 50 mN m−1 with a lim-
iting molecular area of 67 Å2 molecule−1. The high value
of limiting molecular area and the relatively high stab
ity of the expanded phase at this temperature is cha
teristic of the two alkyl-chain structure of phospholipi
[25–27]. However, the expanded phase appeared less s
at 18 and 5◦C which featured phase transitions at around
and 15 mN m−1, respectively[28–30]. This transition cor-
responds to the formation of a more organized conden
monolayer phase stabilized by the lower thermal motion
the phospholipid alkyl chains. The lower surface pressur
which this transition occurred as the temperature is redu
(40 mN m−1 at 18◦C compared to 14 mN m−1 at 5◦C) is ex-
plained by the slower molecular motion that facilitates clo
interactions between the film components.

The thermodynamic features observed for pure TRC
films are different than DMPC (Fig. 1). In particular, the

surface pressure–area isotherms of TRCDA are strongly af-
fected by the propensity of the single-alkyl-chain diacety-
lene molecules to organize in multilayer films[19,20]. At
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low surface pressures and low temperatures (5◦C), only a
condensed phase with a limiting area of 26 Å2 molecule−1

was observed, which collapsed around 13 mN m−1. This
condensed phase was also observed at 18◦C, but was pre-
ceded by an expanded phase forming at a surface press
5 mN m−1. The condensed monolayer phase, however,
not formed at 30◦C. At this relatively high temperature th
expanded phase was stable up to 14 mN m−1. At all three
temperatures examined, further compression of the TRC
films resulted in formation of trilayered structures with lim
iting molecular areas close to 10 Å2 molecule−1 [19,20].

The influence of temperature on the surface press
area isotherms is generally related to the Brownian mo
molecules in the films[31]. For example, the increase of th
surface pressure of the phase transition between expa
phase and condensed phase at higher temperatures, ob
for both DMPC and TRCDA, is attributed to the high
Brownian motion which stabilizes the expanded phase.
sentially, the invested energy required to maintain molec
in a condensed monolayer phase (i.e., the surface pre
on the Langmuir trough) increases with the tempera
[3,32,33].

While temperature and Brownian motion effects ha
been extensively studied for films of pure compoun
much fewer reports exist in the literature concerning
influence of temperature on isotherms of mixed Langm
films. The thermodynamic analyses of films having diff
ent TRCDA:DMPC ratios at 5, 18, and 30◦C, respectively,
reveals distinct differences in the appearances of the
face pressure/area isotherms (Fig. 2). A common feature o
the films at all three temperatures is the difference betw
films containing higher fractions of DMPC (XDMPC � 0.5)
and films with higher ratios of TRCDA. Specifically, in film
containing more DMPC the dominant features in almost
entire pressure range were the expanded monolayer p
formed by the DMPC molecules[20]. In addition, the col-
lapse of the films with higher DMPC ratios occurred
different surface pressures. In contrast, when less DM
than TRCDA molecules were incorporated in the mix
films (XDMPC � 0.5), the isotherms generally exhibited
least one phase transition, and the collapse pressures
almost constant—around 53, 51 and 50 mN m−1 at 5, 18,
and 30◦C, respectively.

Analysis of the isotherms of the mixed films is aided
application of the phase rule, which examines in this w
the relationship between the surface pressures and the m
cular areas at the phase transitions. Specifically, for a
component monolayer, the number of degrees of free
at the interface between the two molecular species co
sponds toF = 3 − q, whereq is the number of surfac
phases at equilibrium with each other[31,34–36]. This sim-
ple equation essentially indicates that in case of twomisci-
ble components, two homogeneous phases will be pre

in equilibrium at a phase transition. Thus, in this situation
the system would possesses onedegree of freedom, imply-
ing a first-order relation between the transition pressure and
Interface Science 287 (2005) 191–197 193
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Fig. 2. Surface pressure–area isotherms of DMPC/TRCDA films, contain-
ing different mole fractions of DMPC, spread on a pure water subphase at

◦
(A) 5, (B) 18, and (C) 30C. The molar fractions of DMPC in the films were
(i) 0 [pure TRCDA]; (ii) 0.1; (iii) 0.2; (iv) 0.3; (v) 0.4; (vi) 0.5; (vii) 0.6;
(viii) 0.7; (ix) 0.8; (x) 0.9; (xi) 1.0 [pure DMPC].
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film composition. Conversely, if the two components areim-
miscible, then three surface phases will coexist at the ph
transition—meaning zerodegrees of freedom, for exampl
a constant surface pressure during the phase transition.

Application of the phase rule provides insight into the
ganization of the films at the different temperatures and m
ratios. Examination of the surface pressure of the phase
sition recorded for the mixed films at 5◦C reveals a clea
variability at DMPC mole ratios lower than 0.6 (Fig. 2A).
For example, atX(DMPC) = 0.5 (curve vi in Fig. 2A), the
transition occurred at a surface pressure of approxima
33 mN m−1, while atX(DMPC) = 0.1 (curve ii in Fig. 2A),
the transition pressure was 17 mN m−1. The variation in this
particular phase transition (ascribed to the transformatio
the TRCDA from a condensed monolayer into a trilay
indicates that DMPC and TRCDA are miscible at 5◦C in
this composition range and surface pressures. Howeve
constant film collapse at around 53 mN m−1 in these compo
sitions clearly points to immiscibility of DMPC and TRCD
in this high surface pressure.

Different monolayer behavior was observed in films c
taining DMPC mole fractions higher than 0.6 at 5◦C (curves
viii–x in Fig. 2A). In these compositions, the isotherm
feature just a single phase corresponding to the conde
DMPC monolayer. In addition, the monolayers collaps
at markedly different surface pressures (for each com
sition), indicating the existence of miscibility between t
two components. Importantly, TRCDA still induced sign
icant effects on film behavior even at low concentratio
the expanded phase/condensed phase transition obser
60 Å2 molecule−1, 15 mN m−1 in the pure DMPC mono
layer (curve xi inFig. 2A) essentially disappeared when ju
10% TRCDA was incorporated within the film (curve x
Fig. 2A).

Single-phase organization was also apparent at 18
30◦C in films containing high fractions of DMPC (curve
vii–x in Figs. 2B and 2C, respectively). Miscibility of
DMPC and TRCDA at 18◦C was deduced from the progre
sive increase in collapse pressures in films containing
DMPC:TRCDA ratios (curves viii–x inFig. 2B). However,
when the mixed films at 18◦C incorporated higher percen
ages of the TRCDA, the two components became immi
ble. This interpretation arises from both the similar surf
pressures of the phase transition between the two conde
phases of the TRCDA film at around 25 mN m−1 (curves
ii–iv in Fig. 2B), and from the almost uniform collapse pre
sure at approximately 51 mN m−1 when the TRCDA mole
fraction was above 0.5 (curves ii–vi,Fig. 2B).

The thermodynamic profiles of the DMPC/TRCDA film
at 30◦C (Fig. 2C) showed the clearest and most striki
transformation between miscibility and immiscibility, occu
ring at equimolar concentrations of the components.
isotherms of films with ratios of DMPC:TRCDA highe

than 0.5 featured a single expanded phase. The collaps
pressures of these films were surprisingly constant (curves
vii–x, Fig. 2C) indicating immiscibility between DMPC and
Interface Science 287 (2005) 191–197
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TRCDA (see discussion above). However, when the m
fraction of DMPC in the mixed films was lower (curve
ii–vi, Fig. 2C), the transition at around 35 Å2 molecule−1

between the low-surface-pressure expanded phase an
more condensed phase was clearly dependent upon the
lar fractions. The increase in surface pressure of this tra
tion, from around 13 mN m−1 (curve ii in Fig. 2C) to more
than 40 mN m−1 (curve vi in Fig. 2C), points to the misci-
bility of the DMPC and TRCDA components in these fi
compositions.

Further insights into the interactions between the ph
pholipid and diacetylene constituents in the binary fil
were obtained through application of the additivity rule[36]

Fig. 3. Average molecular area of mixed DMPC/TRCDA films as a fu
tion of the molar fraction of DMPC, measured at a surface pres
of 47.5 mN m−1: (A) 5, (B) 18, and (C) 30◦C. The solid and dotted
lines represent the molecular areas determined by a statistical dis
tion of the TRCDA and DMPC components and are calculated accor
to the additivity rule: (A) TRCDA trilayer and DMPC condensed mon
layer; (B) TRCDA trilayer and DMPC condensed monolayer (solid lin

eand TRCDA monolayer and DMPC condensed monolayer (dotted line);
(C) TRCDA trilayer and DMPC expanded monolayer (solid line), and
TRCDA monolayer and DMPC expanded monolayer (dotted line).
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Fig. 4. Average molecular area of mixed DMPC/TRCDA films as a fu
tion of the molar fraction of DMPC, measured at a surface pressur
1.5 mN m−1. The straight lines correspond to statistical mixtures cont
ing TRCDA and DMPC monolayers: long dash, 5◦C; solid line, 18◦C;
short dash, 30◦C.

(Figs. 3 and 4). The additivity rule as applied in this stud
calculates the average molecular area (Âmean) at a given sur-
face pressure by assuming an ideal binary mixture ofnonin-
teracting species. Specifically,

Âmean= (1− XDMPC)ATRCDA + XDMPCADMPC,

where XDMPC is the DMPC mole fraction in the film
ATRCDA is the molecular area in a pure TRCDA film, a
ADMPC is similarly the molecular area of a pure DMP
monolayer. This calculation assumes an ideal mixture
noninteracting DMPC and TRCDA domains, with each d
main adopting the organization and surface pressure o
pure constituent.Fig. 3depicts graphs correlating the mol
cular areas recorded in each isotherm at a surface pre
of 47.5 mN m−1 with the mole fraction of DMPC. The end
points at the three graphs (i.e., atXDMPC = 0 and= 1) corre-
spond to the molecular areas ofpure trilayer TRCDA films
and condensed monolayer DMPC films, respectively,
and 18◦C (Figs. 3A, 3B) and of a TRCDA trilayer and an ex
panded DMPC monolayer at 30◦C (Fig. 3C). In that regard
the straight lines connecting the endpoints are essentiall
molecular areas calculated at each fraction according to
additivity rule (i.e., “ideal” mixtures).

Comparison of the molecular areas recorded in the
tual isotherms (squares inFig. 3) with the data expecte
according to the additivity rule (straight lines) provides i
portant information on the extent of intermolecular inter
tions within the films. At 5◦C almost all the experimenta
data points appear very close to the straight line corresp
ing to a pure statistical distribution of molecular comp
nents (Fig. 3A). This result indicates that the assumpti
of ideal mixtures comprising immiscible DMPC monola
ers and TRCDA trilayers at 5◦C is indeed a valid descrip

tion. The statistical mixture seems particularly pertinent for
DMPC molar fractions lower than 0.5. A slight positive de-
viation from the straight line is observed at 5◦C in films with
Interface Science 287 (2005) 191–197 195

e

higher DMPC fractions (Fig. 3A, X > 0.5) suggesting tha
the TRCDA molecules might not adopt trilayer structures
these composition but are rather interspersed with the DM
molecules in the monolayer.

In contrast to the data acquired at 5◦C (Fig. 3A), sig-
nificant divergence of the experimental data from stat
cal mixtures were observed both at 18◦C (Fig. 3B) and
at 30◦C (Fig. 3C). Two types of deviations were detecte
positive (recorded molecular areasabove the straight line
corresponding to the additivity rule) and negative dev
tions (molecular areas below the line). Higher values
the molecular area (i.e., positive deviations) occurring
XDMPC > 0.5 (18◦C) and XDMPC > 0.3 (30◦C) indicate
that the TRCDA trilayer used in the calculation does
accurately represent the real TRCDA structure in these c
position ranges. Similarly to the interpretation of the p
itive deviations discussed above for 5◦C, the positive de-
viations observed inFigs. 3B and 3Cindicate that the
TRCDA molecules most likely organize in an expand
phase rather than a trilayer structure. Such an organiza
is expected to lead to pronounced repulsions between
film-incorporated film components. Such repulsions w
clearly promoted by higher temperatures and higher DM
fractions (Fig. 3), which is consistent with a higher mobi
ity of the bulky DMPC molecules. Moreover, the positi
divergence suggests that the incorporation of even s
quantities of TRCDA into the DMPC films still induced
pronounced repulsion within the monolayers. Indeed, w
applying the additivity rule with the TRCDA in amono-
layer phase (∼ 30 Å2) rather than atrilayer (dotted lines
in Figs. 3B and 3C), the experimental data points at hig
DMPC fractions completely coincide with the straight line
This result is consistent with the miscibility of the two com
ponents in an expanded monolayer films.

Figs. 3B and 3Cadditionally point to the occurrence o
negative deviations from ideal mixtures in films contai
ing high TRCDA:DMPC ratios (more than 50% TRCDA
18◦C, and more than 70% TRCDA at 30◦C). Such nega
tive deviations most likely indicate that in these film co
positions TRCDA forms multilayers rather than trilaye
This phenomenon was previously traced to the propensi
TRCDA to form multilayered structures in mixed films com
pressed at high surface pressures[19,20]. This interpretation
is further reinforced by the transition at around 25 mN m−1

at 18◦C (Fig. 2B, curves ii–iv), which was ascribed to
trilayer–multilayer transformation.

Interestingly, deviations of the recorded molecular
eas compared to ideal mixtures were also apparent atlow
surface pressures (Fig. 4). Fig. 4 depicts the molecular ar
eas recorded in the isotherms at the three temperature
surface pressure of 1.5 mN m−1. In this low pressure both
TRCDA and DMPC exist in a condensed (at 5◦C) or ex-
panded (at 18 and 30◦C) monolayers. However, the pos

tive deviations occurring within all film composition clearly
indicate that significant intermolecular interactions occur
even at this low pressure. Specifically, the positive devia-
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Fig. 5. BAM images of (A) pure TRCDA film and (B) mixed TRCDA/DM
(ii) 18, and (iii) 30◦C. The bar represents 100 µm.

tions of molecular areas could arise from electrostatic
pulsion among the negatively charged TRCDA headgro
and/or TRCDA and phosphate residues within DMPC.
deed, such intermolecular repulsion is expected to be a m
pronounced at 5◦C (Fig. 4), which is consistent with mor
significant repulsion experienced by the less mobile m
cules in the condensed monolayer at this temperature.

The BAM images inFig. 5, taken in the monolayer
multilayer phase transition regions (plateau regions of
isotherms), illuminate the organization of the TRCDA d
mains in pure diacetylene (Fig. 5A) and in the mixed films
(Fig. 5B). In pure TRCDA films, at 5◦C (Fig. 5Ai) the film
exhibits both a condensed monolayer phase (the pale d
regions) and the multilayer’s nucleation regions (bri
spots), at 18◦C both phases coexisted at phase transit
but the monolayer domains featured a dendritic chara
(Fig. 5Aii) due to nonequilibrium growth at this temper
ture. At 30◦C (Fig. 5Aiii) no condensed TRCDA monolaye
was observed because the higher temperature essen
stabilized the liquid expanded phase, which is invisible
the BAM analysis. Interestingly, the multilayer domai
also exhibited structural changes, acquiring stripelike sh
that might arise from the direct transition from the liqu
expanded phase, avoiding the condensed phase format

A similar behavior was observed in case of the mix
DMPC/TRCDA films (Fig. 5B). For example, at 5◦C, films
containing 20 mol% DMPC featured both the conden
monolayer phase (the pale dendritic regions) and the

layer structures (bright domains) was observed (Fig. 5Bi).
The existence of dendritic TRCDA structures at low tem-
perature can be explained by the effect of phospholipids
lm (4:1 mole ratio) recorded at the phase transition at three temperatur

e

y

which stabilize the liquid-condensed phase of TRCDA[8].
At 18 ◦C (Fig. 5Bii), a two-dimensional TRCDA trilaye
growth was observed. Furthermore, no condensed m
layer was observed, which is different than the pure TRC
film (Fig. 5A). Elimination of the condensed monolay
could be ascribed to the presence of the phospholipids
the higher temperature. The long anisotropic domains
served at 30◦C (Fig. 5Biii) resemble those in pure TRCDA
film. Overall, the BAM data inFig. 5 indicates that in-
creasing the temperature resulted in destabilization of
condensed TRCDA monolayer, inducing instead direct tran
sitions from the expanded monolayer to the multilayer fi
organization.

4. Conclusions

This study investigated the organization and interacti
of mixed Langmuir films of a phospholipid (DMPC) and d
acetylene (TRCDA) through recording of surface pressu
area isotherms and BAM images of films of different co
positions and at three temperatures. Careful analysis o
isotherms, combined with applications of the phase rule
the additivity rule exposed the interplay between miscibi
and immiscibility of the two film components, and revea
the role of each molecule in shaping film properties. T
data help shedding light on the distinct structural featu
of TRCDA and DMPC at each temperature and film co

position and the mutual interactions between the film do-
mains. BAM imaging provided vivid pictures of the different
TRCDA domains and their dependence upon temperature
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and film composition. Overall, the experiments presen
here demonstrate that different and competing factors
tribute to binary film organization, and could help elucid
the roles of different biological molecules in phospholip
assemblies, particularly biological membranes.
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